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South Africa, 1900. After his father dies, nineteen-year-old David Crawfurd is sent off to South Africa to
earn his living as a storekeeper in the back of beyond. A strange encounter on the journey suggests that dark
deeds and treacherous intrigues are afoot - all bound up with the mysterious primeval kingdom of Prester
John. Written as a boys' adventure story and set mostly in South Africa (where Buchan had worked), "Prester
John" was published in 1910 when Buchan was 35. It's a fast-moving thriller in the style of Robert Louis
Stevenson and Rider Haggard.
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From reader reviews:

Lewis Tuggle:

Reading a guide can be one of a lot of activity that everyone in the world enjoys. Do you like reading book
consequently. There are a lot of reasons why people fantastic. First reading a reserve will give you a lot of
new details. When you read a guide you will get new information simply because book is one of several
ways to share the information or maybe their idea. Second, looking at a book will make you more
imaginative. When you examining a book especially fictional book the author will bring that you imagine the
story how the character types do it anything. Third, you are able to share your knowledge to other
individuals. When you read this Prester John, you are able to tells your family, friends in addition to soon
about yours reserve. Your knowledge can inspire others, make them reading a e-book.

Miguel Philip:

You can obtain this Prester John by visit the bookstore or Mall. Just viewing or reviewing it might to be your
solve problem if you get difficulties for your knowledge. Kinds of this book are various. Not only by means
of written or printed but in addition can you enjoy this book simply by e-book. In the modern era such as
now, you just looking because of your mobile phone and searching what their problem. Right now, choose
your ways to get more information about your reserve. It is most important to arrange yourself to make your
knowledge are still update. Let's try to choose suitable ways for you.

Michele Stein:

As a college student exactly feel bored to reading. If their teacher expected them to go to the library or make
summary for some e-book, they are complained. Just very little students that has reading's internal or real
their leisure activity. They just do what the teacher want, like asked to go to the library. They go to there but
nothing reading seriously. Any students feel that studying is not important, boring in addition to can't see
colorful photographs on there. Yeah, it is being complicated. Book is very important to suit your needs. As
we know that on this period of time, many ways to get whatever you want. Likewise word says, ways to
reach Chinese's country. Therefore , this Prester John can make you sense more interested to read.

Leola Grant:

Publication is one of source of information. We can add our expertise from it. Not only for students but also
native or citizen want book to know the change information of year for you to year. As we know those
guides have many advantages. Beside most of us add our knowledge, can also bring us to around the world.
With the book Prester John we can take more advantage. Don't you to definitely be creative people? Being
creative person must want to read a book. Merely choose the best book that acceptable with your aim. Don't
always be doubt to change your life at this book Prester John. You can more inviting than now.
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